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Reliability Estimation Procedures and CARE:
The Computer-Aided Reliability
Estimation Program
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(Jltrarelial)le fault-tolerant onboard digital systems for spacecraft intended for
long mission life exploration of the outer planets are under development. The design
of systems involving self-repair and fault-tolerance leads to the companion problem
of quantifying and evaluating the survival probability of the system for the mission
under consideration and the constraints imposed upon the system. Methods have
been developed to (1) model self-repair and fault-tolerant organizations; (2) compute
survival probability, mean life, and many other reliability predictive functions with
respect to various systems and mission parameters; (3) perform sensitivity analysis of
the system with respect to mission parameters; and (4) quantitatively compare
competitive fault-tolerant systems—various measures of comparison are offered. To
automate the procedures of reliability mathematical modeling and evaluation, the
CARE (computer-aided reliability estimation) program was developed. CARE is an
interactive program residing on the UNIVAC 1108 system, which makes the above
calculations and facilitates report preparation by providing output in tabular form
and graphical 2-dimensional plots and 3-dimensional projections. The reliability
estimation of fault-tolerant organization by means of the CARE program is
described in this article.
Introduction
The task of evaluating system performance of digital system architectures
designed for long life or ultrareliability is a recurring one. The state-of-the-
art of fault-tolerant computing makes available to the designer various
models or schemes which by judiciously using protective redundancy impart
greater system probability of survival than would be possible by the use of
simplex technology alone. One or more of these fault-tolerant schemes-
triple modular redundancy (TMR), /V-tuple modular redundancy, TMR/
simplex redundancy, component redundancy, standby replacement, K-out-
of-A' systems, hybrid redundancy, and hybrid/simplex redundancy (Refer-
ences 1-5)—in combination make the architecture of fault-tolerant organiza-
tions. The overall reliability model takes into consideration the effect of
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variation in individual parameters of the basic schemes on the overall system
reliability goals—this relationship being expressed as a mathematical
function which is often referred to as the reliability mathematical model of
the system. The reliability evaluation task, once the system reliability
mathematical model is known, may be: (1) to evaluate the system reliability
given the values of the model parameters, or (2) to optimize the reliability
objective by selecting optimum values of the model parameters. Since the
number of combinations of the basic schemes and the range of possible
values that the system parameters may undertake are very large, the
decision was taken to automate the reliability evaluation procedure which
resulted in the development of a conversational computer program called
CARE (computer-aided reliability estimation).
Functional Description of CARE
CARE's purpose is to serve as a computer-aided reliability design tool to
designers of ultrareliable fault-tolerant systems by facilitating reliability
computation, data generation, and comparative evaluation. CARE consists
of 4150 Fortran V statements designed to be run on the UNIVAC 1108
under EXEC 8, version 11C (References 6 and 7). The results of the program
are available in three forms: (1) as printouts, (2) as graphical 2-dimensional
plots, and (3) as graphical 3-dimensional projections.
CARE has three modes of operation: (1) "conversational" or interactive
mode, (2) batch mode, and (3) remote-started batch mode. In the "conversa-
tional" mode, CARE may be interactively accessed by users from remote
teletypes or other communication consoles to perform reliability analysis in
"real time." In the batch mode the job is submitted off-line and necessarily
no dynamic changes to the user requirements can be made; this mode is
expeditious when the user knows his needs exactly and hence need not spend
time sitting at a console to input his queries. The remote-started batch mode
is similar to the batch mode except that instead of submitting the job as a
deck of punched cards the deck entry may be made via a console.
Essentially, CARE consists of a repository of mathematical equations
defining the various basic redundancy schemes. These equations may then,
under program control, be interrelated to generate the desired mathemati-
cal model to fit the architecture of the system under evaluation. The
mathematical model may then be supplied with ground instances of its
variables and then evaluated to yield values for the specified independent
variable or the mathematical model may be further manipulated so as to
yield other reliability theoretic results.
CARE's Repository of Equations
The equations residing in CARE model the following basic fault-tolerant
organizations:
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(1) Hybrid-redundant (N,S) systems (see References 1 and 2).
(a) NMR (N,0) systems (see References 3 and 8).
(b) TMR (3,0) systems (see Reference 3).
(c) Cascaded or partitioned versions of the above systems.
(d) Series string of the above systems.
(2) Standby-sparing redundant (1,S) systems (see References 3 and 4).
(a) K-out-of-A7 systems (see Reference 4).
(b) Simplex systems.
(c) Series string and cascaded versions of the above.
(3) TMR systems with probabilistic compensating failures (see Refer-
ence 3).
(a) Series string and cascaded versions of the above.
(4) Hybrid/simplex redundant (3,S)sim systems (see References 5 and 9).
(a) TMR/simplex systems (see Reference 4).
(b) Series string and cascaded versions of the above.
For the description of the above systems and their mathematical
derivations, refer to the cited references. These equations are the most
general representation of their systems parameterizing mission time, failure
rates, dormancy factors, coverage, number of spares, number of multiplexed
units, number of cascaded units, and number of identical systems in series.
The definition of these parameters resides in CARE and may be optionally
requested by the user (see Figure 1). More complex systems may be modeled
by taking any of the above listed systems in series reliability with one
another.
These reliability equations may be evaluated as a function of absolute
mission time, normalized mission time, nonredundant system reliability, or
any other system parameter that may be applicable. Among the various
measures of reliability that the user may request for computation are: the
system mean-life, the reliability at the mean-life, gain in reliability over a
simplex system or some other competitive system, the reliability improve-
ment factor, and the mission time availability for some minimum tolerable
mission reliability.
Formulation of a Typical Problem for CARE
A typical problem submitted for CARE analysis may be the following:
Given a simplex system with 8 equal modules which is made fault-tolerant
by providing two standby spares for each module, where each module has a
constant failure rate of 0.5 failures per year and where the spares have an
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axm_ATMAN.CARE
HtLLO TERMINAL - I AM YOUR RELIABILITY ANALYST WITH THE
..CARE (COMPUTER-AIDED RELIABILITY ESTIMATION) PACKAGE
DO YOU WISH TO HAVE YOUR ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS PRINTED BACK.
A^CWER YFS OR MO ___________ . ----------
YES
00 YOU WISH TO KNOW._THE DEFENITIONS OF..RELIABILITY PARAMETERS AND TERMS.
YES OR NO
THE DEFENITIONS OF THE VARIOUS RELIABILITY PARAMETERS
AND TEKMS ARE AS FOLLOWS.
_T_= MISSION. J1ME. ....... _
K = SYSTEM RELIABILITY.
_S _=...THE .JO.T.AL. NUMBER. .OF. SPARES. _____
N = THE NUMBER OF MULTIPLEXED UNITS.
_K_= INVERSE DORMANCY FACTOR = (LAMBDA/MUI.
C = COVERAGE FACTOR.
=__CO_NDIT_IONAL .PROBABILITY. OF. SYSTEM RECOVERING GIVEN A FAILURE OCCURANCE.Q = &UOTA, NUMBER OF IDENTICAL UNITS IN A SIMPLEX SYSTEM.
_*_.=- NUMBER_OF ..CASCADED .UNIT.S. ..... . ... ._ ___i = NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SYSTEMS IN SERIES.
_E.=-£HQaAi)imY_OF A UN.II.JAlLlN.fi JLO...A-.LOGIC ZERO.
RV= RELIABILITY OF THE RESTORING ORGAN.
MU~ UNPOWERED. FAILURE RATE _OF. A. SIMPLEX SYSTEM = K/LAMBDA.
LAMBDA = POWERED FAILURE RATE OF A SIMPLEX SYSTEM = K*MU.
- . .
- EXPl-LAMT).
..KEL = SYSTEM RELIABILITY.
UNREL = SYSTEM UNRELIABILITY = (1 - RED.
_S1MREL -.SIMPLEX. RELlABILIT_Y_z. ELAMJ.
SlMGAIN = GAIN IN RELIABILITY WITH REFERENCE TO A SIMPLEX SYSTEM
= REL/SIMREL,
SIMRIF = RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT FACTOR WITH REFERENCE TO A SIMPLEX SYSTEM.
._. _ =.(1 -..SIMRED/U..- .RED. . ........ .....
DO fQu_NEED INSTRUCJIORS FPR_RUNNJNG_THE CAREL PROGRAM
ANSWER YES OR NO
... _______________________________________ ... . .......... . .SHORTCOMMENT - THE CARE PROGRAM COMPUTES. WITH RESPECT TO THE
SELECTED E&UATIONS AND PARAMETERS THE FOLLOWING RELIABILITY
FUNCTIONS - THE RELIABILITY (RED, UNRELIABILITY (UNREL) t
SIMPLEX RELIABILITY (SIMREL), SIMP.LE GAIN (SlMGAIN), SIMPLE
RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT FACTOR (SIMRIF), MEAN TIME TO FAILURE(MTF).,_R_ED: ABILITY AT_THE MTF, RELIABILITY DIFFERENCE (DIFF) ,
RELIABILITY GAIN (GAIN), RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT FACTOR (RIF),
SJMPLE..MAXIMUM. _MISSION_TIME_(SIMTMAX), MAXIMUM MISSION TIME ITMAX),
SIhPLL TIME IMPROVEMENT FACTOR (SIMTIF), AND THE RATIO OF
TIME IMPROVEMENT FACTORS <RATIF>.
?L) AND SOME 30 PLOTS CAN BE OBTAINED FOR THF flBOV/E COMPUTATION-;.
VARIOUS PLOTTING OPTIONS TO SPECIFY THE ABSCISSA, THE RANGE
OF ABSCISSA AND ORDINATE VALUES ARE AVAILABLE. ABILITY TO PLOT 3D
INTERSECTIONS OF 3D PROJECTIONS WITH 20 PLANES IS ALSO AVAILABLE.
Figure 1. A sample of CARE's question/answer capability
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_IHE_CA8E_PfiOGRA.M_ALSO_E VALUA IES _C£>MPLEX_RELI ABU. ITY.. FUNCTIONS
FO«MED BY TAKING PRODUCTS OF THE BASIC RELIABILITY EQUATIONS.
CAkE HAS A MAXIMUM OF 10 OIFFFUFNT RFl IflHTI TTY FQUATIONS
THESE ARE TABULATED BELOW.
_JU _RjNLSJ_^_.FHjUAMBDAjMy_ILS,Jvj«,K,.RVj.ZiA)
THIS IS THE GENERAL RELIABILITY EQUATION OF AN HYBRIO-
_ REDUNDANT SISTEM, __
2. R(Q.S) = F(T,LAMBDA.MU.S,K,Q,C,Z,W)
THIS IS THE GENERAL RELIABILITY EQUATION OF A tjTAMDBY-
REPLACEMENT SYSTEM.
_3...VQ.IO_ ^
4. VOID
5. R(3,01 = F(T.LAMBDA,RViZiWtPI
THIS IS THE EQUATION FOR A TMR SYSTEM WHERE THE PROBABILITY
OF A UNIT FAILING TO LOGICAL ONE OR ZFRO IS PtRAMETFRISFn.
6. R(l.O) = (EXP(-LAM8DA*T))**(Z/W)
THJS_JS_A..GENERAL _EQUAT.1QN_EOR.A-SJMBLEX SYSTEM.
7. DUMMY
._IHIS.as..A..DUMHY^ EaUATJ.ON_WHICH..IS_ALL.-SET-_UR..TO RECEIVE A NEW EQUATION.
8. BLANK
9. BLANK ; ,
10.BLANK
INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE GIVEN FOR ENTERING INPUT DATA
_ AT...T«e..TlM.E..TH£...INP.U-t_OAJA..IS. NEEDED. BY .THE PROGRAM.
DO YOU WISH TO FORM A PRODUCT ~OF RELIABILIES
.
NO
TYPE IN COLUMN 1 THE NUMBFR OF THF RELIABILITY FQUATION _______
TO BE USED - 1 THRU 7
INPUT VARIABLES FOR EQUATION 1
T. LAMT. OK ELAMT MUST BE SPECIFI£D_AK|D ITS VALUE
IS THE MAXIMUM VALUE FOR THAT VAR1A3LE. MIN IS THE MINIMUM
AND STEP IS THE INCREMENT FOR Tt LAMT, OR ELAMT.
SOME VARIABLES THAT ARE NEEDED BY THE EQUATIONS ARE SET
EQUAL TO A DEFAULT VALUE IF THEY A.RE_NOT INPUTED.__THESE.
VARIABLES AND THEIR DEFAULT VALUES ARE: S=l, M=l, Zzl. W=l
_ Q=1.0DQi C = .999....DO».. P=1.0DP» MIM=0.goo.
STEP=1.0DO. AND ELAMTrl.ODO.
IF B IS INPUTED, THEN THIS VALUE IS USED AS THE FIRST
GUESS FOR THE UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION IN TH£ CALCULATION
_OF. MTF.
IF OPTIONrl, THEN DIFF, RIF, AND GAIN ARE CALCULATED FOR
ALL POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF_ THE_P_ARAME:TER^ IF_ .OPTIQN=2,
THEN OIFF, RIF, AND GAIN ARE CALCULATED FOR THE LAST TWO
PARAMETER VALUES. IF OPTIONS OR IS i-lftT IllPIITFn. THFN THF
PROGRAM WILL ASK THE USER AS TO WHICH PARAMETER VALUES
_piFFr I<IF_»_A_ND _GAIN_AHE TQ_BE CALCULATED.
NOTE: DIF>r RIF. AND GAIN ARE NOT COMPUTED IF THE USER IS
J_ALCyLJTJN_G_THE_PRODUCT_QF__RELIABlkI-tIES._OR PLOT!ING_3-_D.. ...
Figure 1 (contd)
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VARIABLES FOR EQUATION 1 ARE IMPUTED USING
VAR AS THE NAMELlST NAME. A SAMPLE INPUT FOR EQUATION 5 FOLLOWS:
*VAR
T=12.0DO»
LAHBDAr 1 . OOP . 1 . 5DO . 2 . OOP .
KV=1.0DO>
Z=Vt _ ............ _______________ _ ___
to=1.6.
_OPIIDN=2 ___________________
b=10. ODO
>END __ , ________
NOTE: NAMELIST INPUT IGNORES COLUMN i
.THE. INPUT. VARIABLES ARE TYPED AS FOLLOWS
DOUBLE PRECISION: T, LAMT, ELAMT. MUT. LAMBDA. MU,
________ KJ RV,..Qi_ Ci _P.i-MiN./...STEPJ._AND_B _______ .... ._
INTEGER: s. N» w. 2, AND OPTION
INPUT VARIABLES NOW _______ _
00 YOU WISH TO MAKE ALTERATIONS TO THE SVAR LIST
.. ANSWER. _YES_OR. WO _____________________________ .....
NO
DO. YOU [ WISH.Tp.HAyE..2rO_RELI.ABJLI.TY PLO..TS _- ANSWER YES_.OR NO
YtS
_JL!iE<^  A-X J±L JHE_£PJJJMN|_SP£CJ £JED_ BEL.QW... IF.. YOU. W ISH
THE CORRESPONDING PLOT OPTION. OTHERWISE INPUT o.
.NOTE; «HEN PERFORMING PRODUCT .OF RELIABILITIES. NO OTHER
Pi-OT OPTION BESIDES PRODUCT OF RELIABILITIES MAY BE SPECIFIED.
.COLUMN. 1 - PLOTS .PRODUCT OF RELIABILITIES
COLUMN 2 - PLOTS RELIABILITY
. _
COLUMrt it - PLOTS MTF AND RELIABILITY AT MTF
COLUMN 5 - PLOTS UNRELIABILITY
01100
. F.OR ABSCISSA.. INPUT. I_IN. . COLUMN, i. IF. ABSCISSA is T,.
1 IN COLUMN 2 IF ABSCISSA IS LOG(TI - BASE lOr
-1.JN. COLUMR.i_lF-_ABSCJSSA_lS_.LAMI, ___________________ ........ .. ... .
1 IN COLUMN i» IF ABSCISSA IS LOG(LAMT) - BASE 10.
1 IN COLUMN 5 IF ABSCISSA IS ExP(-LAM&DA*T) .
1 IN COLUMN 6 IF ABSCISSA IS LOG(£XP(-LAMTI ) - BASE 10.
..»*!»** ________ ........ _____ _____________________ ..............
IF YOU WISH TO PLOT A CERTAIN RANGE OF X-AXIS VALUES
FOR TH£ 2-D PLOTS; .ENTER LEFT-END POINT IN COLUMNS 1-8 WITH
FORMAT F8.U AND RIGHT-END POINT IN COLUMNS 9-16 WITH FORMAT F8.0I
OTHER-uSE INPUT NO ______
NO
IF YOU WISH TO PLOT A CERTAIN RANGE OF Y-AXIS VALUES
FOR THt Z-ij PLOTS, ENTER LEFT-END POINT IN COLUMNS 1-8 WITH
FORMAT F8.0 AND RIGHT-END POINT IN COLUMNS 9-16 WITH FORM.AT F8.Uf
OTHERy;iSE INPUT NO
NO _ _
DO YOU WISH TO PLOT THE LOCUS OF RV SUCH THAT THE
SYSTEM RELIABILITY EQUALS THE UNIT RELIABILITY.
ANSWER YES OR MO
NO _
 : ___
DO YOU WISH TO HAVE 3-D RELIABILITY PLOTS - ANSWER YES OR NO
NO
DO YOU WISH TO CALCULATE MAXIMUM MISSION TIME AND SIMPLE TIME
J:.C'K..61vEN_RELlABILIT.Y_^._AiJSWER...YtS OR NO
Figure 1 (contd)
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YKS _ - _
DO YOU WANT PLOTS FOR THESE CALCULATIONS - ANSWER YES OR NO
YtS _
DO YOU WISH TO CALCULATE MAXIMUM MISSION TIME FOR
,<U VE.N.. tvELIAPlLlTY AND COMPARE IT _AGAI|v]<;T QTHgR PARAMETERS.
ANSWER YES OR NO
JTtS _ _' . .
INPUT IN COLUMN i ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THKEE OPTIONS:
1. MAXIMUM MISSION TIME IS COMPARED AGAINST ALL POSSIBLE
COMBINATIONS OF THE" PARAMETER.
2. MAXIMUM MISSION TIME IS COMPARt-'O AGAINST THE LAST..T.W.O
PARAMETER VALUES.
3. THE. PROGRAM _ASKS.THE. USER..AS TO WHICH PARAMETER VALUES
MAXIMUM MISSION TIME IS TO BE COMPARED.
_1 [
DO YOU WANT PLOTS FOR THESE CALCULATIONS - ANSWER YES OR MO
NOTE; »HEN EXERCISING OPTION 1. THE.PROGRAM. PLOTS
ONLY THE FIRST 15 PARAMETER COMPARISONS
JttS , ... .
INPUT THE FOLLOWING 4 VARIABLES EACH WITH FORMAT FB.C
.COLUMNS. ..l-8...-..REFERENC£_RELlAHlLiT.Y.R2 _ .
COLUMNS 9-16 - MINIMUM RELIABILITY Rl
COLUMNS i7-2f - MAXIMUM RFLIABILITY Ri
COLUMNS 25-32 - RELIABILITY Rl STEP SIZE
ItUOQ .. .000 ..1.000 ..100 _.00 YOU WISH TO HAVE PRINTED TABLE OF RELIABILITY RESULTS
.ANSWER ..YES..OR NO_
YtS
DO YOU WISH TO HAVE PRINTED TABLE OF DIET, RIF, _
AND GAIN RESULTS - ANSWER YES OR NO
_t£S_ _ _ :
DO YOU WISH MTF AND RELIABILITY AT MTF RESULTS PRINTED
_AMSW£6L YES OR NO
YtS
DO YOU WANT PRINTED RESULTS OF THE MAXIMUM MJSSIOJi
TIME CALCULATIONS - ANSWER YES OR NOjfts __ _ _
TYPE IN THE VARIABLE THAT IS TO BE USED
FOR THE FAMILY OF PARAMETERS - MUST BE SPECIFIED
K
CALCULATIONS FOR EQUATION 1A (NI MEANS NOT INPUTED)
P.ARAME_T.EB_JS. K
LAMBDA MU
NI .OQOOOOO 1 1 .1000000 + 01 NI
> MUT
..NI..
LAMT R£L UNREL SIMREL SIMGMN
...iPOQ l.t.OOOP90.0 _.P500C'OC!_ l.OOOOOOP .100'1000+01 .1000000+36
.100 .9967989 .0032011 .9048374 .1101633+01 .2973798+02
__i20Q 2^791141 ,.030.5.85.9 .S18T307._... . 1196259*01. . . 88U5H95+01
ETC...
Figure 1 (contd)
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inverse dormancy factor of 10 and the applicable coverage factor being 0.99,
it is required to evaluate the system survival probability in steps of 1/10 of a
year for a maximum mission duration of 12 years. It is required that the
system reliability be compared against the simplex or nonredundant system
and that all these results be tabulated and also plotted. It is further required
that the mean-life of the system as well as the reliability at the mean-life be
computed. It is of interest to know the maximum mission duration that is
possible while sustaining some fixed system reliability objective and to
display the sensitivity of this mission duration with respect to variations in
the tolerable mission reliability.
It is also required that the above analysis be carried out for the case where
three standby spares are provided and these configurations of three and two
spares be compared and the various comparative measures of reliability be
evaluated and displayed.
The above problem formulation is entered into CARE by stating that
Equation 2 (which models standby spare systems) is required and the
pertinent data (S = 2, 3; Z = 8; K = 10; T = 12.0; LAMBDA = 0.5; C =
0.99; STEP= 0.1; option = 2) is inserted into CARE between the delimiters
$VAR., .$END using the VAR namelist.
The above example illustrates the complexity of problems that may be
posed to CARE, and the simplicity with which the specifications are
entered. The reliability theoretic functions to be performed on the above
specified system are acknowledged interactively by responding a YES or NO
on the demand terminal to CARE's questions at the time it so requests. A
i.oo
o.oo
0.01 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00
R(SIMPLEX) = EXP (-LAMBDA x T)
Figure 2. A sample plot by CARE
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partial sample run illustrating the question/answer segment of CARE is
shown in Figure 1. A sample reliability plot generated by CARE for the
hybrid (3,S) system for S = 6, 4, 2, and 1 at K = 1 is given in Figure 2.
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